Bob Gibbons

Director,
Corporate Sustainability
“In the past century FFI has consistently saved species
from extinction and protected habitats from destruction.
Their solutions have always been practical, efficient and
sustainable in local circumstances.”
Sir David Attenborough,
FFI Vice-president

Fauna & Flora International
Fauna & Flora International (FFI) aims to save threatened species and ecosystems worldwide, and
to do so by working with partners to deliver local solutions that are scientifically robust and
enhance human well-being. FFI acts with integrity, is collaborative, committed, supportive &
respectful and we get things done. Founded in 1903, FFI is the world’s longest established
international conservation body; our conservation work, and impact, spans the globe.

Corporate Sustainability Programme
FFI aims to deliver conservation that works with and in support of local actors including those
people living closest to, and most affected by, biodiversity and its conservation. In parallel we aim
to influence the decision-makers – particularly corporates and government – that shape the
challenges and opportunities for effective conservation at local level.
The FFI Corporate Sustainability (CS) Programme is long-established at FFI and has built a strong
reputation for working alongside corporate partners and their stakeholders to shape their impact on
nature. Current core corporate partners include sector leaders in mining and energy where we
work at strategic and operational levels to advise, design and jointly deliver practical approaches to
minimise negative impact on the natural world and drive nature positivity. We work closely with the
international financial institutions, banks and multilateral and sector initiatives that shape corporate
performance on nature objectives, and hold our corporate partners to account for their
performance on decarbonisation commitments.
The CS Programme is key to delivery of FFI’s influencing strategy to 2030. Going forwards, FFI
aims to expand this core set of partners, particularly into the agricultural sector, focusing on those
corporates that most directly shape FFI and partner conservation programmes in priority
geographies. The CS Programme will work closely with FFI’s regional and other cross-cutting
programmes building our ‘One FFI’ approach to corporate engagement that delivers meaningful
conservation impact at local level.
The CS Director will provide leadership and mentoring to the team, prioritise interventions in line
with FFI strategy, ensure external awareness and engagement with FFI’s CS agenda and take
responsibility for securing finance to underpin key costs. You will be expected to maintain high
level expertise in emerging drivers, debates, research, innovation and practice and will be
engaged in wider networks to ensure FFI can bring the best possible knowledge and expertise into
our corporate relationships. You will use your knowledge, expertise and connections to support the
delivery of projects in line with agreed FFI strategy, ethos and internal policies, and to transfer
learning from the project portfolio to higher level conversations with peers and decisions makers,
and vice versa.

The Opportunity
The CS Director leads the delivery of FFI’s strategy with regards to influencing corporates within
our conservation landscapes and on wider nature positive agendas. You will lead a team of
specialists to design and deliver our engagement with a range of different corporates, with the aim
of promoting the uptake of tangible nature positive agendas, influencing decisions, and supporting

the implementation of best practice approaches, as part of FFI’s global conservation programme.
You will collaborate actively with teams within our regional programmes and cross-cutting technical
teams (particularly those who lead work on climate & nature linkages, local agriculture, marine
plastics and policy), and will work across global teams to identify project-level priorities for
corporate support along with developing and maintaining strategic level corporate relationships.
You are a highly motivated, skilled and experienced individual with substantive experience of
influencing and improving corporate commitments and practice, able to lead engagements at
corporate board level and with experience of engaging with cross-sectoral platforms. You will be
well versed in operationalizing nature positive commitments, and in creating sectoral initiatives that
help lead change. You will be an experienced leader, ready to guide and support our technical
team in influencing corporates to make and deliver on nature commitments globally, working as
part of a wider “OneFFI” team. You have extensive experience of mechanisms to change
corporate decision-making about nature from board to operating levels, and of designing and
delivering shared projects with corporates that deliver positive impacts for nature while living up to
standards for good governance and social safeguards. You will understand the global nature of
conservation, and will have the ability to translate experience between field-based contexts and
board level decision making.
You have proven leadership, communication, collaboration, and team management skills, enabling
your team to build positive, productive working relationships with organisations across the
corporate sectors that impact our global conservation programme. You will have an analytical
approach to corporate partnerships, balancing evidence-led approaches with a recognition of the
essentially social nature of conservation. You are comfortable working in an international NGO and
managing in a matrix-like structure. Your senior credibility and network of contacts will help
connect the realities of corporate decision-making with the potential conservation and social
impacts of FFI’s global conservation programme. Fluency in spoken and written English is
essential and proficiency in a second language relevant to FFI would be an advantage.
In return, the role offers the opportunity to work within an international, impactful and groundbreaking organisation, at the forefront of global conservation. Influencing corporates is a key
element for the delivery of our new organisational strategy, and this role will play a pivotal role in its
success. In addition, FFI offers a generous pension contribution, attractive annual leave allowance
and life insurance. Our offices are located in central Cambridge, just a few minutes’ walk from
glorious historic buildings and museums, the picturesque River Cam, the central market and
shopping centre, and a host of cafés and restaurants.

Terms and Conditions
Start Date:

As soon as possible

Duration of Contract:

Open

Probation Period:

Six months

Salary:

up to £70,000 per annum

Location:

Fauna & Flora International, Cambridge UK
Current policy offers partial remote working within the UK

Benefits:

25 working days’ annual holiday entitlement plus Public/Bank
Holidays and any normal working days that fall between 24
December to 1 January inclusive, during which time FFI UK offices
are closed
For employees on UK-based contracts, FFI currently provides a
pension contribution of 8% of salary after 3 months’ continuous
employment.
Group Life insurance, currently set at a benefit of 4 x basic salary

Hours of Work:

This is a full-time position working 37.5 hours per week, Monday to
Friday inclusive.

Job Description
Job Title:

Director, Corporate Sustainability

Responsible to:

Senior Conservation Director

Responsible for:

Designated Corporate Sustainability Team Members

Key Internal Relationships: Working closely with FFI Senior Directors and Programme Directors,
as well as FFI cross-cutting and regional teams, particularly the
Climate & Nature and Social Equity Agriculture & Enterprise teams,
as well as with finance, fundraising and communications.
General Responsibilities:
Working from FFI’s headquarters in Cambridge (UK), the Corporate Sustainability (CS) Director is
a member of the FFI Management Team and contributes to FFI’s strategic development.
The CS Director has responsibility and accountability for FFI engagement with global corporates,
particularly in the extractives, infrastructure and agricultural sectors, that directly impact FFI and
partner projects and that shape the drivers for conservation success. They develop and manage
FFI’s programme of work to improve and influence the nature-related performance of corporates
within these sectors at both operational, headquarters and sectoral levels.
The CS Director leads on FFI’s relationships with targeted global corporates, pushing for high
impact ambition and influencing related policy and financial sector initiatives. They are responsible
for growing FFI’s corporate partnership work in line with FFI’s strategy, holding intact our reputation
for both integrity and impact, and for building and maintaining an excellent international network of
experts and practitioners to keep FFI fully briefed as to trends and emerging issues.

The CS Director leads the CS team in influencing and working directly with corporate entities to
deliver net positive impacts on nature in FFI and partner projects, both within and beyond
corporate value chains. Working across FFI, the CS Director enables engagement with targeted
corporates to mitigate threats within specific FFI projects or landscapes and build the capacity
within in-country teams and partners to engage effectively with corporate stakeholders.
The CS team works closely with other FFI teams, notably those working on climate, enterprise,
agriculture and marine issues, to join up corporate influencing opportunities with partner and
project-identified priorities and to support the development of corporate sector-related projects. The
CS Director works particularly closely with the Climate Nature Linkages (CN) Director and team to
shape strategic work with corporate partners on nature-based solutions and carbon, ensuring that
priorities are set in line with FFI and CN strategy, and to monitor corporate partner compliance with
FFI conditionalities on corporate climate commitments.
Specific Duties:
The goal of this role is to provide strategic leadership and management of FFI’s work with
corporate partners, working closely with other cross-cutting, regional and communications teams to
successfully design, execute and deliver FFI’s corporate impact and influencing strategy, ensuring
prioritisation driven by needs of FFI projects and local partners. The role will manage and develop
FFI’s programme of work with corporate partners, notably those in the extractives and agricultural
sectors, adjusting site-based performance to achieve net positive outcomes for nature,
encouraging change at Board level, and supporting complementary change in policy-making,
investment and sectoral bodies.
1. Strategic Leadership
• Lead CS team engagement with FFI projects to identify need for corporate engagement to
mitigate direct threats to projects or landscapes, and use this to inform engagement with
sectors and particular corporates.
• Lead the identification, development and delivery of FFI work with priority corporate partners,
including the scoping and negotiation of new partnerships targeted in line with FFI project,
thematic and partner priorities, tracking and responding to the opportunities presented by shifts
in expectations of corporates as purpose-led drivers of net positive impacts on nature.
• Work closely with the CN Director and team to address corporate strategies for nature-based
solutions to climate change, corporate engagement in carbon markets, and to monitor
corporate partner compliance with FFI climate pathway conditionalities.
• Lead the development and execution of FFI’s corporate engagement and influencing strategy
in line with the FFI Strategy.
• Contribute to implementation of the FFI strategy and to ‘One FFI’ management as a member of
the FFI Management Team.
2. Programme Management
• Line-manage CS team and consultants to deliver agreed projects and project components,
developing the team’s capacity to deliver in line with FFI organisational priorities.
• Work closely with other Directors to ensure that CS team needs for technical support for CS
project delivery are prioritized and resourced effectively, in line with FFI Strategy, using
consultants where appropriate.

•

•

•

Ensure that each CS project delivers clearly earmarked biodiversity gains, monitoring and
tracking the achievement of biodiversity objectives for each project, documenting learning and
implementing adaptive management as necessary.
Manage fund, project and team finances, setting budgets, reviewing performance against
budget, and ensuring full and timely compliance with FFI policies and procedures and thirdparty contracts
Manage and motivate team members through objective setting, continuous performance
management, regular appraisal, training access and personal development planning

3. Programme Development
• Work with cross-cutting and regional programme leads to identify priority sectors driving
change in FFI and partner priority geographies, and lead the development, prioritisation and
implementation of FFI corporate influencing and engagement in response.
• Identify new issues resulting from corporate behaviours or new sectors that threaten
biodiversity (‘new bads’) and work with FFI teams to identify potential interventions.
• Assess new drivers for corporate engagement in nature conservation promoting information
sharing, best practice models and, where needed, challenging corporates to change policies
and operating practices.
• Seek funds to support corporate partnership and influencing activities from appropriate public
and private sources.
• Build corporate literacy within FFI and partner organisations, providing skills and training,
sharing information, and enabling project and partner teams to engage directly and effectively
with corporates.
• Develop, formalise and share FFI’s tools, principles and approaches for influencing and
engaging corporate partners for conservation impact.
• Develop systems to identify expected outcomes from engagement with specific corporates, and
put in place tracking systems to monitor FFI’s own effectiveness in driving corporate change
and associated nature positive outcomes.
• Represent FFI at key sector fora and link FFI to appropriate networks.
4. Learning
• Track developments within the operating context (policy, regulation, finance) for relevant
sectors and corporate performance within these sectors, and feed these into programme and
thematic responses.
• Work closely with other FFI teams engaging in key sectors including those working on climate,
marine issues, enterprise and agriculture, to ensure FFI assessment is joined up.
• Enable FFI to respond to key corporate-related drivers of change and biodiversity loss,
documenting learning from projects and partnerships and ensuring appropriate position
statements are put in place as needed.
• Document CS learning including through blogs, reviews, papers and reports, providing
summaries for presentation at key fora, to feed into policy processes and to advise FFI’s work.
5. General
• Advise SMT and FFI Council on CS issues as requested.
• Undertake any other tasks commensurate with the position as requested by SMT, including
participation in FFI’s donor engagement activities.

Person Specification
Essential
Skills

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge
and
experience

•
•

•
•
•

•

Behavioural
qualities

•
•
•

•
•

•

Desirable

Proven leadership skills in influencing corporates
to nature-positive approaches
Proven expertise across the CS portfolio of work
and range of potential interventions
Proven leadership and team management
competencies, including in managing a team with
inter-disciplinary skillsets
High level partnership building, networking and
collaboration across complex and global issues
Excellent communication and presentation skills,
with ability to influence at all levels, including
public speaking and media skills
Skilled facilitator and negotiator
Excellent writing skills
Proven project management skills
Excellent analytical, organisational, prioritisation
and time management skills
Excellent spoken and written English

•

Working proficiency
in Spanish,
Portuguese, French
or Bahasa Indonesia

Proven experience of influencing board and
operating level corporate decision-making
Significant practical experience of designing,
delivering and resourcing relevant actions within or
with corporates for nature-positive impact in
developing countries
Proven fundraising track record
Proven experience in people management
Established relevant networks of corporate and
stakeholder contacts, including potential funders
and partners
Bachelor’s degree or equivalent level qualification
in a relevant discipline

•

A post-graduate
degree or equivalent
level qualification
Experience of leading
teams in
conservation NGOs

Passionate advocate for FFI vision and mission
Highly motivated and driven
Team player, demonstrating ability to seek out
and harness the views and contributions of
others
Pragmatic approach to solving problems and
delivering impact
Builds positive personal and organisational
relationships, working and communicating
effectively across teams and disciplines, showing
commitment to inclusivity
Collaborative approach

•

Other

•
•

Commitment to FFI’s mission and values
Ability and willingness to travel internationally

FFI Values
Values underpin who we are and how we act. Just as values shape who we are as individuals,
they define us as an organisation, creating the culture of success for which FFI is renowned. Our
people exemplify our shared values, which are interconnected and interdependent:

•

W e act with integrity

•

W e are collaborative

•

W e are committed

•

W e are supportive & respectful

•

W e get things done

How to Apply
Applications should consist of the following:
1. A covering letter outlining how you meet the requirements of the role and your motivations for
applying
2. A full CV and contact details for two referees (who will not be approached without your
permission)
3. An example of a recent project you have undertaken that you consider demonstrates your
ability to apply the skills called for in the job description given above
and should be sent by email to charlie.fisher@fauna-flora.org
Please mark your application ‘Director, Corporate Sustainability’. The closing date for
applications is Sunday 25 September 2022. First round interviews are likely to be held by Zoom
during the week commencing 3 October 2022.
Regrettably, due to limited resources and the high number of applications we receive, we are only
able to contact short-listed candidates. If you do not hear from us within four weeks of the closing
date, please assume that you have not been successful on this occasion.

Applicants with Disabilities
FFI encourages applications from individuals with a disability who are able to carry out the duties of
the post. If you have special needs in relation to your application, please contact Jade Bedwell, HR
Adviser, FFI, on Tel: +44 (0)1223 749044 or Email: jade.bedwell@fauna-flora.org.

FFI values diversity and is committed to equality of opportunity

